
Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 1111
Oh give me a home where the buffalo roamOh give me a home where the buffalo roamOh give me a home where the buffalo roamOh give me a home where the buffalo roam

Staging: Rifle loaded 10 rounds on the  whiskey wagon.

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered

Shotgun open and empty on the  whiskey wagon

Standing at the whiskey wagon playing the “Air Guitar” shooter sings “Oh give Oh give Oh give Oh give 

me a home where the buffalo me a home where the buffalo me a home where the buffalo me a home where the buffalo roamroamroamroam”. 

ATB: Pick up your rifle starting from either end and put 2 shots on the buffalo 
and 1 shot on each guitar and repeat from the other side 2 shots on the buffalo 
and 1 shot on each guitar. Make rifle safe. Pick up your shot gun and between the 
whiskey wagon and the hay bale shoot the 4 shot gun targets. You must make you 
shot gun safe on the hay bale. With you pistols repeat the rifle instructions.
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Round Count
Rifle 10
Pistol 10
Shot gun 4+



Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 2222
Where is the Where is the Where is the Where is the DynamiteDynamiteDynamiteDynamite

Staging: Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered.

Rifle loaded 10  rounds  on the dynamite stand.

Shotgun open and empty on dynamite stand

Shooter standing at the dynamite stand  holding a stick of dynamite in each hand in Say “ 
Where is the Dynamite”

ATB: Drop the dynamite and with your rifle shoot the rifle targets putting 1 shot on each 
of the squares and 8 shots on “Big Jackson” in any order. Make rifle safe with pistols put 1 
shot on the small circles and 8 shots on the big circle in any order. Holster pistols and 
pick up shot gun and move to the cactus and with your shot gun shoot the soda can 
thrower and the 2 knockdown shot gun targets in any order. If can is hit it is a 3 second 
bonus. 
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Round Count
Rifle 10
Pistol 10
Shotgun 4+

Soda can thrower

S

“Big Jackson” 



Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 3333
Up and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and Fourth

Staging: Rifle loaded 10 rounds on the back gun horse.

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered

Shotgun open and empty on the front gun horse.

Standing at the back gun horse where your rifle is staged with one hand pointing down range 
and the other hand touching your rifle. Shooter says “Up and Down, Back and Up and Down, Back and Up and Down, Back and Up and Down, Back and FourthFourthFourthFourth”.  

ATB Pick up rifle. And shoot the 5 rifle targets in a “Chimney Sweep”. Start with R1 then up  
R2, R3, R2, R1, then across R4, R2, R5, R2, R4. Make rifle safe. Move to front gun horse and 
pick up your shot gun and shoot the swinger activator/plate and the 2 knock down shot gun 
targets in any order make shot gun safe. Move to the cactus and with your pistols repeat the 
rifle instructions.
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Round Count
Rifle10
Pistol 10
Shot gun 4+

PR-1

PR-2

RP-3

RP-4 RP-5



Stage #4Stage #4Stage #4Stage #4
That tombstone has your name on itThat tombstone has your name on itThat tombstone has your name on itThat tombstone has your name on it

“Staging: Rifle loaded 9 rounds on the  Gun horse.
Pistols loaded 5 rounds each Holstered

Shotgun open and empty on Table. 

Standing at the gun horse with rifle in hand Shooter says “That That That That tombstone has your tombstone has your tombstone has your tombstone has your 

name on name on name on name on it it it it 

ATB: Shoot the plate rack for 4 rounds and sweep the targets from either end using the plate 
on the tombstone as the 3rd shot on the sweep. If more than 1 plate is left up shoot the 
closest one in the sweep. Misses on the plate rack are not counted as misses. Make rifle 
safe and move to the table. Shooters choice pistols or shot gun next. With pistols do a 1,3,1 
sweep form either end using the rectangles and the circle. With second pistol repeat the 
instructions. Holster pistols. With shot gun knock down the 4 shot gun targets in any order. 
If any plates remain on the Tombstone rack shoot the popper for that number of times. 
When you shoot your shot gun.

Popper

Round Count
Rifle 9
10 Pistol 
4+ Shot gun
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Stage # Stage # Stage # Stage # 5555
Its the Rack For YouIts the Rack For YouIts the Rack For YouIts the Rack For You

Staging: Rifle loaded 9 rounds on the wanted poster stand.

Pistols loaded 5 rounds each holstered

Shotgun open and empty on the  Jail stand.

Standing at the Jail Table holding the hand cuffs shooter says “It’s the Rack For You”. 

ATB: With your pistols put the 1st five rounds on the plate rack and with the next 5 shots on the 
dump target. Misses on the plate rack do not count as misses. Holster pistols. Pick up your shot 
gun and knock down the 2 shot gun targets next to the plate rack. If any plates remain shoot the 
popper for that number of times. Then move to the wanted poster table and knock down the 
other  2 shot gun targets. Make shot gun safe and with your rifle do a continuous sweep from 
either end putting 1 shot on the square and 3 shots on the circle 1 shot on the square 3 shots on 
the circle and 1 shot on the square. 
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Round Count
Rifle 9
Pistol 10
Shot gun4+

Pistol Dump target

Falling Plate Rack

Popper



Its Its Its Its the Rack For the Rack For the Rack For the Rack For You You You You 

That tombstone has your That tombstone has your That tombstone has your That tombstone has your 
name on itname on itname on itname on it

Up and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and FourthUp and Down, Back and Fourth

Where is the DynamiteWhere is the DynamiteWhere is the DynamiteWhere is the Dynamite

Oh give me a home Oh give me a home Oh give me a home Oh give me a home 
where where where where the buffalo roamthe buffalo roamthe buffalo roamthe buffalo roam


